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With years of extensive experience and research in both Offensive and Defensive cyber security, Cyber Spear has created 
a holistic approach to cyber defense. Cyber Spear’s solution is based on 3 pillars: Comprehensive Collection of Indicators, 
Automatic Analysis Processes & Expert Human Analysis.

Comprehensive Collection of Indicators
While it is impossible to fully block the attack entry, with on-going collection of all indicators from host and throughout the 
network – the attack can be detected very fast.

Expert Human Analysis
Technology is often at a loss when dealing with the ‘unknown’. As a result, fully automated security systems often flood the 
IT and security departments with overwhelming volumes of inconclusive ‘gray’ findings. This places an impossible burden on 
the organization, which lacks the time and expertise to effectively and securely process the warnings. An escalation to human 
experts will then be required.

The Role of Security Automation
Security Automation plays a major role in the Cyber Spear solution, which filters all indicators through multiple levels of security 
automation systems. In fact, most of the network is automatically cleansed. Furthermore, the security automation systems 
are continually being updated and enhanced based on new information, findings and the results of expert analyses. Human 
security experts provide the next level of analysis in cases, where the security automation process yielded inconclusive results.

Cyber Spear implementation and operation does not burden your IT department or affect the network resources.

Installation: Very fast and seamless agentless deployment accomplished within hours 

Establishing initial Baselines: Scanning and assessment (including human analysis) may take up to several weeks depending 
on the network complexity. 

In continuous operation: On-going scanning and assessment of incremental changes. 



Visit us at:  cyber-spear.com
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1. Collect Indicators

Cyber Spear solution is installed on one or more 
servers at the customer premises.

Cyber Spear is an agentless solution that uses a 
probe to search for indicators in workstations, 
servers and the network.

From workstations & servers relevant data is 
collected, such as: users, processes, drivers, 
services, dependencies, certificates, ARP tables, 
ports, DLL’s, start-up items, shared folders, registry, 
DNS, etc.

Real-time traffic analysis is achieved by using a TAP 
or port mirroring.

2. Automated Analysis Process

3. Expert Human Analysis

The collected data is put through an extensive set of 
automated analysis systems that perform analysis and 
correlate every new piece of information. 

Internal & external baselines: the findings are compared 
both internally and externally, in order to find deviations 
from the established baseline.

Anomaly correlation rules: multiple correlation rules 
are applied to the collected data in order to detect 
anomalies and suspicious behavior.

Hash, IP and URL reputation databases are used in 
order to validate the integrity & ‘cleanliness’ of the IT 
environment (i.e. to 'whitelist' it).

Multiple signature databases are used to 'blacklist' items.

Static analysis and dynamic analysis of the actual files is 
performed.

Any suspicious findings that result from the 
automated analysis processing are sent to the 
Cyber Spear Security Operations Center (SOC) – 
Alerts and hashes are sent for further analysis by 
security experts. The data itself does not leave your 
organization. 

At this stage, the cyber security analyst has multiple 
tools at his disposal to determine if the suspicious 
findings are clean or malicious.

By using expert analysts in the process, the number of 
suspicious 'gray' alerts is reduced to a minimum.

The Result: Precise Threat Detection
       The threats are detected             The network is cleansed             Minimal ambiguous warnings

The Process


